Abstract. In this paper, we give some sufficient conditions under which perturbations preserve Hilbert frames and near-Riesz bases. Similar results are also extended to frame sequences, Riesz sequences and Schauder frames. It is worth mentioning that some of our perturbation conditions are quite different from those used in the previous literatures on this topic.
Introduction
Perturbation theory is a very important tool in several areas of mathematics. It went back to the classical perturbation result by Paley and Wiener [13] , stating that a sequence that is sufficiently near to an (orthonormal) basis in a Hilbert space automatically forms a basis. Boas [1] observed that the proof given by Paley and Wiener remains valid in an arbitrary Banach space: Theorem 1.1. Let {x n } ∞ n=1 be a basis for a Banach space X and let {y n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in X. If there exists a constant λ, 0 ≤ λ < 1, such that
for all finite sequences of scalars c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n , then {y n } ∞ n=1 is also a basis for X.
Since then, a number of variations and generalizations of this perturbation theorem have appeared (see [14] , pages.84-109).
The Paley-Wiener Theorem is so useful to show that a sequence {y n } ∞ n=1 is a Riesz basis for a Hilbert space H that this result is sometimes used in wavelet analysis. But in many cases the wavelet experts prefer to work with frames, a more flexible tool, instead of Riesz bases. Recall that a sequence {f k } ∞ k=1 in a Hilbert space H is a frame for H if there exist constants A, B > 0 such that
The numbers A, B are called frame bounds.
Christensen strengthened Theorem 1.1 by proving the following [6] : 
for all finite sequences of scalars c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n , then {g k } k is a frame for H with bounds
Note that Casazza and Christensen [2] added a whole term on the right hand of the above inequality. From then on, some generalizations of this result are proved for Banach frames, atomic decompositions and Schauder frames ( [3] , [9] , [10] ). In this paper, we'll give some other perturbation conditions of Hilbert frames and Schauder frames in Banach spaces.
First we give a short introduction to frame theory which we need. For more information about general frame theory, we refer the readers to [8] .
We say that a frame {f k } ∞ k=1 for H is semi-normalized if
It follows from the definition that if {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H, then {f k } ∞ k=1 is complete in H, namely, span{f k } ∞ k=1 = H. We often need to consider sequences which are not complete in H. Although they can not form frames for the whole space H, they can form frames for their closed linear span. We say that a sequence {f k } ∞ k=1 in H is a frame sequence if it is a frame for its closed linear span span{f k } ∞ k=1 . If {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H, the operator
is bounded; T is called the pre-frame operator or the synthesis operator. The adjoint operator is given by
T * is called the analysis operator. By composing T and T * , we obtain the frame operator
Then S is invertible and {S −1 (f k )} ∞ k=1 is also a frame for H with bounds B −1 , A −1 . The frame {f k } ∞ k=1 has the following important frame decomposition:
plays the same role in frame theory as the coefficient functionals associated to a basis. We call
. In general, the frame {f k } ∞ k=1 and its dual frame {g k } ∞ k=1 are not biorthogonal. If a frame {f k } ∞ k=1 and its dual frame {g k } ∞ k=1 are biorthogonal, then {f k } ∞ k=1 is a Riesz basis. We recall that a Riesz basis is a family of the form {U (e k )} ∞ k=1 ,where {e k } ∞ k=1 is an orthonormal basis of H and U : H → H is invertible. Thus a sequence {f k } ∞ k=1 is a Riesz basis for H if and only if {f k } ∞ k=1 is complete in H and there exist two constants A, B > 0 such that for every finite scalar sequence {c k } n k=1 , one has
A 
is a frame which is not a Riesz basis, there always exist other dual frames besides the canonical dual frame
for H is called a near-Riesz basis if it consists of a Riesz basis and a finite number of extra elements. The excess of a near-Riesz basis is defined to be the number of elements which have to be removed to obtain a Riesz basis.
Schauder frames, as a generalization of Hilbert frames to Banach spaces, were introduced in [4] . Let X be a (finite or infinite dimensional) separable Banach space. A sequence (x j , f j ) j∈J with {x j } j∈J ⊂ X, {f j } j∈J ⊂ X * , and J = N or J = {1, 2, ..., N } for some N ∈ N, is called a Schauder frame of X if for every x ∈ X, one has
In case that J = N, we mean that the series in (1.3) converges in norm.
If the series in (1.3) converges unconditionally, we say that (x j , f j ) ∞ j=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame.
In general, {x j } ∞ j=1 and {f j } ∞ j=1 are not biorthogonal. If it is, then {x j } ∞ j=1 is a (Schauder) basis of X and {f j } ∞ j=1 is the coefficient functionals associated to {x j } ∞ j=1 . We recall that a sequence {x j } ∞ j=1 in a Banach space X is called a basis if for every x ∈ X there exists a unique sequence of scalars {c j } ∞ j=1 such that
The sequence of continuous linear functionals {f j } ∞ j=1 defined by
is called the sequence of coefficient functionals associated to the basis {x j } ∞ j=1 . For more information about bases in Banach spaces, we refer the readers to [14] .
We need some basic facts about Schauder frames and some related notations that can be found in [4] .
Let (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 be a Schauder frame of a Banach space X and let Z be a space with a basis {z n } ∞ n=1 and corresponding coefficient functionals {z * n } ∞ n=1 . We call (Z, {z n } ∞ n=1 ) an associated space to (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 or a sequence space associated to (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 and {z n } ∞ n=1 an associated basis, if
f n (x)z n are bounded operators. We call S the associated reconstruction operator and T the associated decomposition operator or analysis operator. It follows from the Uniform Bounded
Principle that
We call K the projection constant of (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 . Let (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 be a Schauder frame of a Banach space X. For the sake of convenience, we may assume that x n = 0(n = 1, 2, ...). Define a norm on c 00 as follows:
Here, c 00 denotes the space of finitely supported sequences. Denote by Z M in the completion of c 00 endowed with the norm · M in . It is easy to check that the unit vectors {e n } ∞ n=1 , denoted by {e M in n } ∞ n=1 , is a bi-monotone basis of Z M in . We call Z M in and {e M in n } ∞ n=1 the minimal space and the minimal basis with respect to (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 . Note that the operator
c n x n is well-defined, linear and bounded with S M in = 1.
And the operator
is well-defined,linear, and bounded with T M in ≤ K.
Just as the near-Riesz bases in Hilbert spaces, we say that a Schauder frame (
of a Banach space X is a near-Schauder basis if {x n } ∞ n=1 consists of a Schauder basis and a finite number of extra elements. The excess of a near-Schauder basis is defined to be the number of elements which have to be removed to obtain a Schauder basis.
Perturbations of frames in Hilbert spaces
We say that two sequences {f k } ∞ k=1 and {g k } ∞ k=1 in H are quadratically close if
Christensen [7] showed that if {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H and {g k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence which is quadratically close to
is not a frame for the whole space H. For example, if {f k } ∞ k=1 is an orthonormal basis in H and if we define
is not complete in H.
In Banach space theory, it is well-known (Theorem 10.1 in [14] ) that if {x n } ∞ n=1 is a (Schauder) basis in a Banach space X and {y n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence which satisfies
is a basis for X, where {f n } ∞ n=1 is the coefficient functionals to {x n } ∞ n=1 . By adding a condition (similar to the above Banach space condition) to Christensen's assumption, we are able to show that perturbations under these conditions are indeed frames for the whole space. Moreover we get estimates for the lower and upper frame bounds of the perturbations.
be a frame for H with bounds A, B and {g k } ∞ k=1 be the dual frame of {f k } ∞ k=1 with bounds C, D. Assume that {h k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence in H which satisfies the following two conditions:
is a frame for H with bounds
Proof. Let T : l 2 → H be the pre-frame operator of
(1) implies that U is well-defined and
Then
Thus L is an isomorphism from H onto H with L −1 ≤ 1 1−µ . Every f ∈ H can be written as
This leads to
.
This completes the proof.
Remark 2.1. In Theorem 2.1, if the dual frame {g k } ∞ k=1 is semi-normalized, then condition (2) would imply condition (1). However this is not true in general. In the following example, we'll give three frames: {f k } ∞ k=1 , its dual frame {g k } ∞ k=1 and {h k } ∞ k=1 . These three frames satisfy condition (2), but do not satisfy condition (1).
Example 2.1. Let {e n } ∞ n=1 be an orthonormal basis for H. Choose an integer N with
be the sequence where each 1 cn e n is repeated by k n times. That is,
:
Thus {f k } ∞ k=1 is a tight frame with frame bound A = B = 1 and hence the frame operator S is the identity operator I H . We take
k=1 is also a frame for H. Indeed, for any f ∈ H, one has
Remark 2.2. We can also construct an example for which Theorem 2.1 works while [7, Theorem 1] does not. Actually, there are many such examples.
..
An argument similar to Example 2.1 shows that {f k } ∞ k=1 is a tight frame with bounds A = B = 1. Hence the frame operator S is the identity operator I H . We take
. Moreover, we can derive that
So {h k } ∞ k=1 is also a frame for H. Note that 
and then Theorem 2.1 works for
Remark 2.3. Favier and Zalik [11, Theorem 3] showed that if {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H with bounds A and B, and
is a Bessel sequence with bound M < A, then {h k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H with bounds
In [11, Theorem 3] , the bound M of the Bessel sequence {f k − h k } ∞ k=1 needs to be < A, but in Theorem 2.1 , the Bessel sequence's bound is λ and λ < ∞(not λ < A).
In the case that {f k } ∞ k=1 is a near-Riesz basis for H, condition (2) in Theorem 2.1 implies condition (1) . So the following corollary is stated with condition (2) only.
is a near-Riesz basis for H; In this case, {f k } ∞ k=1 and {h k } ∞ k=1 has the same excess.
Proof. Suppose that {f k } ∞ k=1 is a near-Riesz basis with excess n. We may assume that, by changing the index set,{f
,where {f k } ∞ k=n+1 is a Riesz basis for H. Then there exist two constants A, B > 0 such that
for all finite scalar sequences {c k } l k=n+1 , l = n + 1, n + 2, .... Since {f k } ∞ k=n+1 is a Riesz basis for H, we have
It follows from the assumption that
It is immediate that
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that {h k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H and hence is complete in H.
We choose m > n such that
Then L is well-defined, bounded and L(f k ) = h k for all k ≥ m + 1.
Moreover, for any element
is a Riesz basic sequence.
It follows from Theorem 8 in [5] 
Since {h k } ∞ k=1 is complete in H, we can pick the same numbers of linearly independent elements from {f k } m k=1 (resp.{h k } m k=1 ) to add to {f k } ∞ k=m+1 ( resp.{h k } ∞ k=m+1 ) to get Riesz bases for H. We conclude that {f k } ∞ k=1 and {h k } ∞ k=1 has the same excess.
As mentioned above, if {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame for H and {g k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence which is quadratically close to {f k } ∞ k=1 , then {g k } ∞ k=1 is a frame sequence. A natural question is:
is a frame sequence in H and {g k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence in H which is quadratically close to {f k } ∞ k=1 , is {g k } ∞ k=1 a frame sequence?
The following example shows that this question is false. 
is not a frame sequence. Indeed, for each n, one has
We observe that (span{e 2k } ∞ k=1 ) ⊥ is infinite dimensional in the Example 2.2. Actually, we'll find that if {f k } ∞ k=1 is a frame sequence in H with dim(span{f k } ∞ k=1 ) ⊥ = ∞, there exist a frame sequence {g k } ∞ k=1 ,one of whose subsequences is {f k } ∞ k=1 , and a sequence
which is quadratically close to
is not a frame sequence. Before giving our result, we need a definition. Definition 2.1. Let {f k } ∞ k=1 be a frame sequence in H. We say that a sequence
in H is a frame extension of {f k } ∞ k=1 if it is a frame sequence and {f k } ∞ k=1 is a subsequence of it. Theorem 2.3. Let {f k } ∞ k=1 be a frame sequence in H. The following are equivalent:
and for any sequence {h k } ∞ k=1 which is quadratically close to {g k } ∞ k=1 , then {h k } ∞ k=1 is a frame sequence.
is a frame for span{{e k } n k=1 ∪ {h k } ∞ k=1 }. It follows from Lemma 2 in [7] that {h k } ∞ k=1 is a frame sequence. 
is a frame extension of {f k } ∞ k=1 and
is not a frame sequence. Indeed, as in the Example 2.2, for each n, one has Also, when K = {0}, we define δ(K, L) = 0. Now we can state our result which is the extension of Theorem 2.1. 
satisfies the following two conditions:
is a frame sequence with bounds
Moreover, the restriction of the orthogonal projection P L to K is an isomorphism from K onto Proof. By the assumption δ(K, L) < 1, we have, for any h ∈ K,
in the Hilbert space L and the
is a frame for L with bounds
On the other hand,
The proof is completed.
In the special case that {f k } ∞ k=1 is a Riesz sequence, the gap does not need to be included in the above theorem. 
Proof. It is easy to show that
Then U is well-defined,linear and bounded with U ≤
Indeed, for any f ∈ H, we have
where
By the assumption, for any f ∈ L, we have
Consequently,
Therefore, for any {c k } ∞ k=1 ∈ l 2 , we have
Perturbations of Schauder frames in Banach spaces
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is a (unconditional) Schauder frame of Banach space X. Let {y n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in X which satisfies µ := ∞ n=1 x n − y n f n < 1. Then there exists a sequence {g n } ∞ n=1 in X * such that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is a (unconditional) Schauder frame of X. If, in addition, λ := ∞ n=1 xn−yn xn < ∞, then Z M in is a sequence space associated to (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 ; namely, the operator
c n y n is bounded with U ≤ 1 + λ. And
is also a bounded operator which satisfies
where K is the projection constant of (
Proof. Assume that (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is a Schauder frame. Define the operator
By the hypothesis, an easy argument shows that L is well-defined and I − L ≤ µ < 1.
This implies that L is invertible. Let g n = (L −1 ) * f n for each n. It is easy to check that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is a Schauder frame of X. If (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame, we'll show that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is also unconditional. It suffices to show that, for any x ∈ X and for any increasing sequence {i k } ∞ k=1 of positive integers, the series
xn−yn xn < ∞, we'll show that Z M in is a sequence space associated to (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 . First we prove that U is well-defined and U ≤ 1 + λ. Indeed, for any (c i ) i ∈ c 00 , we have
Finally, for each x ∈ X, one has
The result follows.
Remark 3.1. It is obvious that, in Theorem 3.1, "
On the other hand, if {x n } ∞ n=1 is a basis for X and {f n } ∞ n=1 is the coefficient functionals associated to {x n } ∞ n=1 , then "
xn−yn xn < ∞" because {x n } ∞ n=1 and {f n } ∞ n=1 are biorthogonal. However, the following example shows that this is not true in the case of Schauder frames.
Example 3.1. Let {e n } ∞ n=1 be an orthonormal basis for H. Choose an integer N with
be the sequence where each en n is repeated by n times. That is, 
(k = 1, 2, ...) and take any unit element e in H. We let
be a near-Schauder basis of Banach space X. If {y k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence in X which satisfies the following two conditions:
has the same excess.
Proof. First it follows from Theorem 3.1 that there exists a sequence
k=1 is a Schauder frame for X and hence {y k } ∞ k=1 is complete in X. Then we shall show that (y k , g k ) ∞ k=1 is a near-Schauder basis. Suppose that (x k , f k ) ∞ k=1 is a nearSchauder basis with excess n. We may assume that, by changing the index set,
, where {x k } ∞ k=n+1 is a Schauder basis for X. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all scalars c n+1 , c n+2 , ..., c t and for all t ≥ s ≥ n + 1.
By (1), we choose m > n such that
Then L is well-defined and bounded. Indeed,
. Note that for each k ≥ m + 1, we have
Then for all t ≥ s ≥ m + 1, one has
is a basic sequence. Again by Theorem 8 in [5] , one has
As in the proof of Corollary 2.2, by the completeness of {y k } ∞ k=1 in X, we can pick the same numbers of linearly independent elements from {x k } m k=1 (resp. {y k } m k=1 ) to add to {x k } ∞ k=m+1 (resp. {y k } ∞ k=m+1 ) to get Schauder bases for X. This proves that {x k } ∞ k=1 and {y k } ∞ k=1 has the same excess.
The following result is also a Schauder frame version of another perturbation theorem of bases in Banach spaces.
is a Schauder frame of Banach space X. Let {y n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in X which satisfies λ :=
xn−yn xn
n=1 is a Schauder frame of X. Moreover, Z M in is a sequence space associated to (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 , namely, the operator
c n y n is bounded with U ≤ 1 + λ.
and
In addition, if (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame, then (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is also an unconditional Schauder frame.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.1, we can derive that U is well-defined and U ≤ 1 + λ.
Then L is well-defined. Indeed, for x ∈ X and for m ≤ n, we have
Therefore the series
As an operator, L is invertible. Let g n = (L −1 ) * f n for each n. Then (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is a Schauder frame of X.
Subsequently, we compute the bounds of V (x) (x ∈ X). For each x ∈ X, one has
Putting these two inequalities together, we have
Finally, if (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame, we want to show that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is also unconditional. It is enough to prove that for any x ∈ X and for any increasing sequence {i k } ∞ k=1 of positive integers, the series
from which the conclusion follows and the proof is completed.
Similarly, we have the following corollary. Finally, in this section, we consider the Schauder frames in dual spaces.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that (x n , f n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame of a reflexive Banach space X. Let {g n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in X * which satisfies
f n − g n · x n < 1.
Then there is a sequence {y n } ∞ n=1 in X so that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame of X.
Proof. First we show that (f n , x n ) ∞ n=1 is a Schauder frame of X * . Indeed, fix any f ∈ X * . Since the sequence { n i=1 f (x i )f i } n i=1 converges to f in the w * −topology, it suffices to prove that the series ∞ n=1 f (x n )f n converges in norm. By The Orlicz-Pettis Theorem, we only need to show that for any increasing sequence {i k } ∞ k=1 of positive integers, the series ∞ k=1 f (x i k )f i k converges weakly. Since X is reflexive, it is enough to show that, for each x ∈ X, the sequence
is convergent. Since ∞ n=1 f n (x)x n converges unconditionally in norm, the series ∞ k=1 f i k (x)x i k converges in norm. Consequently, the sequence { n k=1 f (x i k )f i k (x)} ∞ n=1 converges. Define
Then T is well-defined,linear and bounded. Indeed, for m ≤ n, by the assumption, we have
Moreover, T ≤ µ + 1. It is easy to check that I − T ≤ µ < 1.
Thus T is an isomorphism from X * onto X * . It follows from the reflexivity of X that there exists an isomorphism L from X onto X such that L * = T .
Let y n = L −1 (x n ) for each n. We finish the proof by showing that (y n , g n ) ∞ n=1 is an unconditional Schauder frame of X. First we prove that the series ∞ n=1 g n (x)y n converges unconditionally in norm for any x ∈ X. Indeed, for any increasing sequence {i k } ∞ k=1 of positive integers and for m ≤ n, we have
Thus the series ∞ k=1 g i k (x)y i k converges and hence ∞ n=1 g n (x)y n converges unconditionally.
So it remains to show that
g n (x)y n ), ∀f ∈ X * .
Indeed,
